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AIR COND ITION ING AND REFRIGERATION EQUI PMENT 

Table 1 - Shi 
	

ts of Air Condi 	and Refrigeration 	ipment 
Value of all shipments(1) 

Eight months ended 
August, 1958 	August, 1958 

$ 	 $ 
Condensing units-air-cooled-open and hermetic type .... 	131,026 	1,290,577 
Condensing units-water-cooled-open and hermetic types . 	134,854 	1,003,674 
Compressors and compressor units: 

	

- all refrigerants except ammonia ...................44,777 	339,554 

	

Evaporative condensers ................................50,501 	297 1 150 
Air conditioning units (not self-contained): 

	

- Suitable for locations below windows ..............78,602 	971,512* 

	

- All other fan and coil types ......................113,897 	1,162,309* 

Room air conditioners 	indow-sill type ..............73,794 	1,186,506 

	

Packaged air conditioners - self-contained ............169,386 	1,453,807 

Unit coolers - refrigeration ......................... 	69,030 	715,537 

Air conditioning coils (steam, water and direct 

	

expansion) ...........................................67,729 	723,741 

All other refrigeration and air conditioning products . 	449,796 	3,732,596 

Counnercial refrigeration: 
- 	Milk 	coolers 	...... ................................ 25,182 451,330 
- Beverage coolers, water coolers, - office type and 

ice 	cream 	cabinets 	............................... 154,860 1,370,957 
- Display cases normal and low temperature 	.......... 385,189 2,440,698 
- Reach-in refrigerators, normal temperature 57,740 368,870 
- Reach-in refrigerators, 	low temperature 	........... 2,832 43,703 
- Prefabricated walk-in coolers, normal and low 

temperature 	...................................... 79,209 689,274 
- Cold storage doors, all sizes and types 	........... 17,450 193,987 
- All other commercial refrigeration 	................ 53,258 1,906567 

* Revised. 
(1) Value of shipments of all products shipped by respondents, includes both Canadian and 

Imported products. 

Prepared in the Metal and Chemical Products Section, Industry and Merchandising Division. 
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EDMOD CLOUTIER, CMG.. OA.. DSP., Queens Printer and Controller of Stationery. Ottawa, 1958 
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